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Vision, mission and values

Clarity
and direction
Our vision sets out our ambition to grow and develop AET over

Our values

the coming decade into the petroleum industry’s logistics partner

Excellence

of choice.

We strive to be the best at what we do, setting standards for
others to follow. We constantly challenge ourselves to improve.

Our mission statement guides our day-to-day development and
reminds us that the focus of our medium-term plans is to build

Responsibility

upon our traditional strengths to become the world’s leading

We operate to the highest ethical, environmental and professional

petroleum tanker operator.

standards. We are trustworthy and honest and take responsibility
for our actions.

These corporate statements and our underlying company values
were developed by staff at all levels within the group. Despite

Innovation

our different nationalities and backgrounds, we found that AET

We are pioneering and entrepreneurial, creative and innovative.

people share common principles and that these values both unite

We dare to do things differently. We lead and embrace change.

the group and guide us as we build our business and strengthen
our relationships with our customers and commercial partners.

Our vision
First choice for global logistics solutions to the petroleum industry.

Partnership
Teamwork and mutual support are the foundations of our success.
We value our diversity, respecting each other’s knowledge, skills
and experience.

Our mission
Our mission is to deliver top-quality solutions for each customer
and sustainable, profitable growth for our shareholder.
To deliver our mission, we will build an integrated global business
and establish AET as the world’s leading petroleum tanker operator.
We are expert and passionate about what we do, motivated and
empowered to deliver and proud to work for AET.
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Broadening
horizons
Building long-term and mutually advantageous partnerships with
our customers is one of the core values of our company and an
area in which I have a particular interest. At AET, our customers’
requirements for the safe and reliable transportation of cargo with
minimum impact on the natural environment are our priority.
As we face a challenging year ahead for the shipping industry,
we will continue to sharpen our focus on operational excellence
and provide our customers with top quality service.
Despite the severe market downturn we are now experiencing,
I believe it is imperative for AET to remain focused on developing
Dato’ Shamsul
Azhar bin Abbas
Chairman

and broadening our business base and to continually improve our
service delivery. I am pleased to say that we had identified the
early signs of the current downturn in the tanker markets and had
begun preparations to assist us through these difficult times.
This foresight has provided us with a notable advantage and
enabled us to continue to serve our customers across the globe with
an ever-increasing level of quality. Maintaining strong relationships
with our customers will remain at the heart of our strategy.
Being part of a larger group allows us to benefit from a number
of operational synergies gained from working together. Over the
coming year, we will continue to grow our business through
investments in our people and our systems, as well as the continued
renewal of our fleet. We will also actively seek out opportunities
that will see us emerge from the current downturn in even better
shape than we are today.

From the chairman

I wish to take this opportunity to thank Amir Hamzah Azizan who has
been at the helm of AET over the past five years. Under his leadership,
we have expanded our global footprint and more than doubled our
fleet size. Amir is now the President & CEO of MISC Bhd and
I wish him every success with his new challenge. I am delighted that
Hor Weng Yew is now the CEO of AET and I have every confidence
that his energy and drive will take us a step closer to becoming a truly
global operator and achieving our mission to become the world’s
leading tanker operator.
My thanks also to all our valued customers and business friends with
whom we have worked closely over the years. I look forward to
developing these relationships next year and establishing new ones.
Working hand-in-hand with you we will build a mutually beneficial
business together. I look forward to an exciting year ahead for us all.
Dato’ Shamsul Azhar bin Abbas
Chairman, August 2009
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A clear
vision
Having been involved in AET since its inception, it is with great
pride that I took over as President & CEO in January of this year.
At that time the tanker markets were just beginning to slide into the
current trough having previously enjoyed some of the highest peaks
we had seen for a while.
We took full advantage of those market highs of last year and
achieved a financial position that exceeded our expectations,
recording a net profit of US$280.2 million for the year 2008/9.
But the combination of tonnage over-supply, low scrap values and
extended vessel lifecycles signalled the significant market correction
Hor Weng Yew
President and CEO

we had been anticipating. And although the tanker sector held up
relatively well when compared with many other shipping sectors,
it too is now suffering in an extremely challenging market.
Predicting the market downturn allowed us to implement a series
of measures designed to maintain our strength and reliability.
Working closely with a number of longstanding and highly valued
customers, we developed a programme of enhanced portfolio
management that has provided balanced employment coverage,
utilisation of our fleet and scope for continued business growth.
My senior management team is presently leading an innovative
programme to improve operational efficiencies and generate new
savings by efficiently joining up our cost bases and purchasing
centres. We have also leveraged our strong relationship with
MISC Bhd, our parent company, to successfully combine a series
of inter-company processes that have resulted in a more efficient
management of costs. Creating more value from our operations
allows us to share our success with our customers and to continue
to deliver a constantly improving service in all market conditions.

CEO’s statement

In the challenging year we face, I feel that it is particularly
important to take a consistent long-term view, as well as to look
at short-term opportunities afforded in the current market. The
absence of external debt and the financial strength of our parent
and its majority shareholder Petronas are important in this respect.
Undoubtedly the coming period will present challenges for
all vessel operators and my senior team and I will focus on
building heightened quality and excellence into all that we
do, as well as keeping a keen eye on cost management and
risk reduction. We view this period as an opportunity to move
AET closer towards our goal of becoming the world’s leading
petroleum tanker operator.
We have consistently grown our aframax tanker and VLCC
fleets over the years which not only gave us the benefit of scale
but also expanded our geographical coverage to our valued
customers. Our fleet expansion has slowed in the past year
due to exceptionally high asset prices but we have continued
to implement a programme of fleet renewal, ensuring that AET
continues to operate one of the most modern tanker fleets in the
business. As well as continuing this rejuvenation process, we will
seek to leverage our financial strength and increase the size of
our orderbook going forward.
We will continue to invest in new assets, systems and internal
infrastructure with a view to further strengthening our service
delivery, commercial and shipboard operations. Our longerterm strategy remains to broaden our service portfolio and
connect activities to deliver seamless and comprehensive
petroleum logistics solutions for our customers. I am committed
to working alongside our key customers to understand their
current and future logistics requirements and to create a fleet
7

growth programme that matches their needs. We will continue

Because of the diverse histories of the businesses that now make

to engage with our customers on a global basis to update our

up AET, we have had to invest in a number of new systems

understanding of their future ambitions and align our business

and processes that connect our regional commercial and

development to their evolving requirements.

shipmanagement centres into a single global AET infrastructure.
These strategic investments have been made at a time of rapid

Through a series of managed developments, we have become

growth and have demonstrated our ability to successfully

a truly global ship operator capable of providing lightering,

manage change. In the year ahead, these will begin to deliver

crude and clean tanker services. And by gaining an extensive

company-wide efficiencies and, as importantly, allow us to

knowledge of those with whom we work, we are beginning to

deliver a more comprehensive and streamlined service to our

enhance our capabilities and develop our fleet to operate in

customers and partners.

related sectors of the crude and clean markets. Inevitably, our
global footprint will grow and I am confident that AET’s services

It may be some time before we see the tanker markets hit

will soon become prominent in India, China and South America

the dizzy heights witnessed in the last couple of years, but I

as well as our traditional strongholds of North America, Europe

am determined to seize the opportunities brought about by

and Asia.

this difficult market. We will use this period to fortify AET’s
foundations, strengthen our customer relationships, re-engineer

We have set standards and performance indicators for the

the way we work, focus on enhanced operational excellence

technical and commercial management of our ships that allow

and place a greater emphasis on controlling costs. The current

us to deliver exceptional service to our customers. Our culture of

market is ripe for robust and entrepreneurial organisations such

operational excellence reaches into all aspects of the company

as AET to pursue growth opportunities and through innovative

and is designed to raise standards to a level where they become

thinking I am confident that we will emerge from this downturn

benchmarks for industry best practice.

stronger and better placed to achieve our vision.

Investing in quality people at sea and ashore is the bedrock of

As the company moves into its next phase we will build our

our company. I am proud of our record of providing 150 cadets

business strategies to provide a comprehensive and joined-up

with fully sponsored training packages each year through our

range of petroleum transport solutions that are tailored to the

partnership with MISC Bhd’s training academy in Malaysia.

needs of our customers.

Around 600 young men and women are undergoing cadet
training with us and this helps us to maintain the highest calibre

I look forward to working alongside you next year and beyond.

officers onboard our ships. Our crewing and manning offices in
India, Philippines, Ukraine and Bangladesh ensure a further supply

Hor Weng Yew

of quality seafarers and this, coupled with a recently introduced

President and CEO, August 2009

and market leading benefits and rewards package, resulted in
more than 350 new officers joining our strength last year.

AET: the facts

AET: the facts
• A global owner-operator of a fleet of petroleum vessels providing
high quality ocean transport solutions for the world’s oil
companies and traders.
• Fleet comprises 11 VLCCs, 49 aframax tankers, one panamax
tanker and nine product tankers. The current orderbook includes
14 new aframax tankers, three MR clean tankers and three small
product tankers.
• A comprehensive lightering operation based in Galveston, Texas
occupying the leading share of the US Gulf ship-to-ship transfer
business. Two new workboats to join the operation’s dedicated
lightering support fleet later this year.
• Headquartered in Kuala Lumpur with shared corporate functions
in London, three main commercial operational centres in
Houston, London and Singapore, and shipmanagement centres
in Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. Crewing and manning offices in
India and the Philippines, and representative manning offices in
Bangladesh and the Ukraine.
• Employer of approximately 2,900 seagoing personnel and 300
shore-based staff. 600 AET cadets are currently training and around
150 join the company each year on a fully sponsored basis.
• Group revenue in excess of US$1.2 billion with an asset base of
approximately US$2.7 billion.
• Wholly-owned by MISC Bhd, the leading Malaysian shipping and
energy logistics company.
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A look to
the future
The markets of 2008 and early 2009 were characterised by
exceptional highs followed by exceptional lows, but throughout
this volatile period we made solid progress towards our mission
to become the world’s leading petroleum tanker operator.
Highlights included:
• Three newbuild aframax tankers entered the fleet
on long-term charter, replacing older tonnage, and a
further 14 aframax vessels are due to be delivered in
the period to 2011. An in-chartered MR2 clean tanker
joined the fleet in November 2008 and three more
will be added over the coming two years.
• A new shipmanagement and ship operating office
in Gurgaon, New Delhi, India was established.
• Dedicated crewing and manning offices, focused
recruitment drives and the implementation of a
market-leading benefits and rewards package
resulted in more than 350 officers joining our fleet
in 2008. 150 cadets join the company each year
to undergo fully sponsored training at MISC Bhd’s
maritime academy in Malaysia.
• Group revenue in excess of US$1.2 billion, exceeded
our expectations, despite the downturn at the end of
the financial period.

Review and outlook

• Amir Hamzah Azizan, our President and CEO for
the last five years, took over as President and
CEO of MISC Bhd, the parent company of AET,
in January 2009. He continues to serve as a
director of AET Tankers Sdn Bhd and he has been
appointed Deputy Chairman of AET.
• Hor Weng Yew, formerly head of the chemical
business of MISC Bhd and a director of AET since
2007, took over from Amir Hamzah Azizan as the
President and CEO of AET in January 2009. The
senior management team has been strengthened
with the addition of a chief administration officer
and a chief information officer.
• The commitment and dedication of AET staff was
proven when Hurricane Ike struck our lightering
base at Galveston, Texas. Rising to the challenge,
our teams ensured that all lightering operations
were conducted without undue inconvenience to
our customers.
• A leading-edge, company-wide voyage
management system has been successfully
implemented, to seamlessly connect regional
operating activities and streamline our business.
• A new contract with Petronas was agreed
to operate three newbuild shuttle tankers on
long-term time-charter in the Caspian Sea.
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Providing lightering services in the US Gulf will remain an
important pillar of our business and we are committed to
dedicating a strong fleet of aframax tankers in the region to
ensure an efficient, flexible and round-the-clock service for
our customers. Our investment in new workboats cements our
position as the leading US Gulf lightering operator.
We are a global operator with a particularly strong presence
in the Americas and a growing strength in Europe, Africa and
Asia. We plan to further entrench our footprint in the Atlantic
and expand our operations in the Far East. Our recently
established presence in India will act as the springboard for
expansion into the Indian subcontinent and the coming period
will include a broader reach into new markets.
We will continue to strengthen our position in the crude
tanker sector. Whilst we will also rejuvenate and expand our
aframax tanker and VLCC fleet, we will investigate other crude
tanker sectors with a view to investing in related vessel sizes
and operating areas. Our fleet rejuvenation programme has
continued and we plan to leverage our financial strength to
embark on a further period of growth at the right opportunity.
In line with our customers’ business requirements, we also plan
to broaden and expand our presence in the clean tanker sector.
Three new MR2 tankers will join the three we currently operate
in the short term and we will ultimately build this fleet to around
25 vessels. The ships will be a mix of owned and in-charters
with additional vessels joining as a result of joint ventures
or pooling arrangements. Related markets will be explored,
particularly the larger size clean sectors and other niche
segments including coastal tankers. Partnering with MISC Bhd’s
chemical division in the IMO II/III MR tanker sector will open
new trading avenues, complementing our clean trades.

Review and outlook

As we continue to grow and develop our fleet, we will also
focus on delivering the best possible quality of service to
our customers and partners. Our technical and commercial
shipmanagement functions, as well as our customer facing
activities, already operate to a high standard but there is more
to be done. We aspire to define industry standards for the
ocean transportation of petroleum and to encourage others to
match our performance. Developing and maintaining the highest
standards will benefit all industry participants and raise entry
barriers to deter the less responsible operators.
Internally, we will continue with our drive to achieve cost
leadership through a series of innovative processes that involve
all our operating regions. Our IT roadmap is driving us towards
the successful implementation of a number of systems that will
streamline our business and connect activities to benefit our
growing customer base.
Working alongside our customers and commercial partners
and leveraging the strengths of our parent, we will begin to
develop a range of value-added logistics businesses. Penetrating
vertically into existing markets and broadening out into new but
related sectors will not only see us achieve our mission of
becoming the world’s leading petroleum tanker operator,
but will also enable us to realise our longer-term ambition of
becoming the first choice for global logistics solutions to the
petroleum industry.

AET is committed to dedicating a strong fleet of
modern aframax tankers in the US Gulf to provide
round-the-clock lightering services for customers.
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Our
business
AET is one of the world’s leading tanker operators with a traditional
strength in crude oil shipping, a developing presence in clean
products and a growing reputation for petroleum logistics.
We move cargo for the world’s oil majors, national oil companies
and leading trading houses, refiners and oil producers in a
unified fleet comprising VLCCs, aframax and product tankers.
With company headquarters in Kuala Lumpur, our fleet is
commercially managed from the three strategic locations of
Houston, London and Singapore and technically managed from our
twin shipmanagement centres in Kuala Lumpur and Singapore.
Our lightering operations are managed from Galveston in Texas.
Our aframax and VLCC ships are young and double-hulled and the
fleet is constantly renewed with newbuilds and in-charters. We seek to
maintain a balanced fleet of around 75 per cent owned and 25 per
cent chartered vessels to ensure we retain operational flexibility, meet
customer needs and remain responsive to prevailing market conditions.
Our reputation for on-time, safe delivery was originally built with
our aframax fleet and today this extends to a much larger fleet,
a third of which comprises VLCC tonnage and other vessel types
that were acquired to meet specific customer requirements. This
diversification will continue in 2009 and we plan to continue to
grow our capability to around 150 vessels over the next four years.
We have 14 aframaxes currently on the orderbook in Japanese
and Korean yards and these will be delivered by the end of 2011.
In addition, three new MR2 tankers will join our clean fleet in 2010
and 2011 along with a further three small product tankers and two
new workboats for the lightering operation over the coming year.

Our business

As our fleet grows we will continue to improve the way we
operate our vessels and enhance our service delivery standards.
We aspire to set the industry benchmark for global tanker
operations and we are confident that we will achieve that goal
in the near term.

VLCC fleet
Commercially managed from London, our fleet of very large
crude carriers (VLCCs), each with a capacity of around
300,000 tonnes, currently totals 11 double-hulled vessels with
an average age of 4.2 years. We plan to continue to grow this
fleet through a combination of in-chartered and owned vessels
and the precise timing of this growth will be dictated by the
current economic situation and prevailing market conditions.
In advance of the downturn, we worked with key customers
to guarantee them availability of tonnage and to secure our
revenue over the predicted weaker market. As a result, eight
of our vessels are on period business with blue-chip charterers
and these will remain in similar employment throughout 2009
and beyond. The remaining three VLCCs are working the spot
market, mainly in the Atlantic trades and we expect to add more
capacity during the year ahead.
Our VLCCs are technically managed from Kuala Lumpur
and Singapore.

Aframax fleet
Aframax vessels have a cargo capacity of around 100,000
tonnes and we currently operate a fleet of 49 vessels that are
commercially managed from London, Houston and Singapore.
Around 30 tankers are retained in the US Gulf to service our
lightering business and the remainder are employed in the
spot market or on longer term contracts of affreightment in
the Atlantic, Asia and the Americas.
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Our trading footprint continues to grow and this year has

Hurricane Ike in September 2008 our teams pulled together to

clean footprint and we are embarking on a programme that will

expanded deeper into South America and has broadened in

ensure that no AET customers were inconvenienced and that all

align us closely with the developing Indian market.

Europe and Asia. Vessels transiting between regions benefit

lightering operations were carried out to schedule.

from local expertise and knowledge from our three regional

Our future plans include growing our clean capability to around

offices whilst our customers retain a single company contact and

Clean fleet

seamless service.

Our successful expansion into the clean market was consolidated

be in-chartered, joint venture agreements or pooled vessels.

this year with the addition of a newbuild 50,000 dwt MR2

Partners will be those companies that share our own aspirations

Our aframax vessels have an average age of less than 10

tanker chartered into the fleet in January. In addition, we have

for the highest operational excellence and quality standards.

years and the fleet will grow significantly when the 14 vessels

contracts in place to charter a further three newbuild MR2

currently on order in Japan and Korea deliver later this year

vessels in 2010 and 2011. These vessels will strengthen our

Seamless operating

and in 2010 and 2011. These ships were ordered before the

clean fleet, which currently comprises one LR2, three MR2, and

Our vessels comply with national, regional and international

recent volatility in newbuild prices and reflect our commitment to

five other CPP tankers.

standards regardless of their primary operating area, which

20-25 vessels. The majority will be owned by us but others will

allows us the flexibility to service the changing needs of our

greater flexibility and capacity to service our growing customer
base. By working closely with yards and also with owners

Our parent, MISC Bhd, operates a strong chemical tanker

customers. With global management, standard processes and

of vessels that meet our high standards of quality, we plan to

business and over the past year we have been able to derive

new systems, our three regional operating centres are now fully

continue to grow our aframax fleet to achieve a total strength

synergies by working together and utilising each other’s

integrated to provide both global coverage and local expertise.

of around 75 vessels over the coming four to five years.

strengths. MISC Bhd has contracts to carry palm oil from Asia to

Lightering services

the Atlantic and vegetable oils from Latin America back to Asia.

Our combined fleet of VLCCs and aframax tankers offers a

AET fixes the vessels for the interim CPP voyages.

comprehensive and flexible service to customers seeking the

Lightering is the highly specialised operation of transferring

safe and reliable transport of crude oil. Linking this with our

cargo from a large vessel to a smaller ship more suited to enter

We are also strengthening our ties with MISC Bhd’s majority

US Gulf lightering facility can provide seamless port-to-port

local ports. In the US Gulf we specialise in lightering crude oil

shareholder Petronas and assisting its expansion into non-

transportation. In addition, our growing clean capability gives

from VLCCs into our own fleet of aframax tankers for onward

domestic markets where it requires greater support from a high

customers the option of extending the partnership to include the

transport to a number of ports and refineries in that area.

quality and reliable shipping partner. Participating successfully

movement of their refined products.

in open and competitive tender processes allows us to win
We are the market leader in this business of ship-to-ship transfers

Petronas business and benchmark our services against other

The immediate future will see a continuing focus on the

in the US Gulf, offering a complete one-stop-shop service. Our

industry leaders. In part, this has resulted in an order for three

development of our global infrastructure as we grow our crude

lightering base at Galveston operates its own fleet of eight

new 6,600 dwt oil/chemical tankers from Russia’s Okskaya

and clean fleets to serve customers across the globe. Our long

workboats to support the lightering operation and we dedicate

shipyard to be delivered towards the end of 2009 and early

term future will be secured by partnering with key customers

around 30 aframax tankers to the service ensuring flexibility

2010. All three ships will be employed in the Caspian Sea on

on whose behalf we will move into related markets and vessel

and round-the-clock facilities for our customers. Two newbuild

long-term time-charter transporting super light crude for Petronas.

sizes, as well as exploring vertical integration. Our long term

workboats will be delivered later this year.

vision remains to become the first choice for petroleum related
From Singapore, we run a fleet of coastal tankers that continue

Our Galveston operation now totals 120 people. Such is their

to present new opportunities for us in Asia with Indian, Vietnamese

expertise and dedication that when Galveston island was hit by

and Middle Eastern charterers. We continue to broaden our global

logistics solutions.

Our business

Our ships are young
and double-hulled and
the fleet is constantly
renewed.

AET aspires to set the industry benchmark for
global tanker operations and we are confident of
achieving that goal in the near term.
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Motivated
by excellence
Our mission statement steers us towards our goal of becoming
the world’s leading petroleum tanker operator. This dictates
that we must operate at the forefront of the industry and create
the standards by which the business of petroleum shipping
is defined. Our standards are already very high, but there
is always more to be done and our focus is on raising the
standards of safety and quality of all that we do to become
the definitive benchmark for our industry.

Operational excellence

Shipmanagement
Our twin shipmanagement centres operate from Singapore and Kuala
Lumpur, providing technical management of our vessels. A small number of
our ships use third-party shipmanagers which, among other things allows us
to benchmark our in-house services against those of external operators.
As with all vessel operators, our ships comply with all international and
regional regulations such as MARPOL, SOLAS, OPA 90, ISM and ISPS.
As part of our drive to operate beyond compliance and instil the highest
possible quality into all our activities we also maintain the ISO 9001 quality
designation award and the ISO 14001 designation for environmental
awareness. Our fleet is audited annually to ensure continuing compliance.
We actively participate in the voluntary Tanker Management Safety
Assessment (TMSA) that challenges tanker operators to improve their
management and environmental systems further. We are continuously
improving our company standards in line with that international initiative.
In addition, rigorous inspections to monitor the condition of our vessels are
conducted regularly by internal experts and these complement the external
inspections required by our class partners.
A newly commissioned document management system, which is
currently under development, will allow us to manage more effectively
all our shipmanagement activities. Trends and hot spots will be more
easily identified enabling early and decisive action to be taken. Our
planned maintenance system has been enhanced, which greatly reduces
maintenance-induced problems and raises the performance of our vessels’
machinery. It also fully integrates with other AET processes such as
procurement and finance. We have also standardised the provision and
maintenance of safety and personal protective equipment across the fleet
and introduced a shore-side calibration and maintenance service to reduce
pressure on our onboard staff.
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Lightering
Each AET lightering operation is overseen by a senior mooring
master supported by a fully qualified assistant to provide an
additional level of efficiency and safety. Our lightering crews are
required to pass rigorous training programmes and are regularly
audited to ensure they remain the best qualified in the US Gulf.
We are pleased to report that each year we conduct almost 1,000
lightering operations for and on behalf of our customers.
As part of our focus on operational excellence we will be
introducing two new workboats to our fleet towards the end of this
year. These boats are currently being built in Malaysia and will
be flagged in the United States. We have plans to rejuvenate the
entire workboat fleet over the next few years. To ensure our boats
and equipment remain at the highest possible levels of safety, we
have recently installed a new software application to control and
enhance our maintenance and inspection activities.
Dedicated to operating beyond compliance, our lightering
operation meets the standards of the Industry Taskforce on Offshore
Lightering (ITOL) which are additional to and even more exacting
than those required by the US Coast Guard.

Operational excellence

Operations

Health and safety

Teams of master mariners located in our three regional centres

Our two shipmanagement centres operate HSSE teams and

A new management visibility programme has been recently

are dedicated to delivering a top quality service to our customers.

these are overseen by a group function that reports directly

introduced involving senior management visiting ships and

These highly experienced people are the interface between the

to the group vice-president for shipmanagement. Our primary

offices to ensure our people continue to work safely.

customer, our chartering and shipmanagement teams and the

focus is on the safety of people, ships and the environment and,

vessel itself. They ensure our customers’ expectations are met.

following the successful and continuing implementation of an

The John F Devlin award is given by the Chamber of Shipping

Our teams are responsible for optimising a vessel’s passage

extensive HSSE programme, a comprehensive safety culture

of America to those vessels that have operated for two years or

time and cost, managing bunkering, port turnarounds, loading/

exists throughout the company. Sea staff are encouraged to be

more without sustaining a significant crew injury. Last year 34

discharging, post fixture and demurrage activities as well as

open and to report all incidents and near misses, and a stringent

of our vessels were awarded this prestigious certificate.

providing sound advice to the ship’s master at sea.

monitoring system is in place to allow the analysis of HSSE
performance and trends. Root causes and systemic incidents are

An integrated marine operations system allows our operations

identified and tracked and preventative measures implemented

teams to plan voyages, optimise performance and continuously

quickly and efficiently.

improve activities. Ships’ masters can input directly into this
system and data is shared on a company-wide basis to provide

This year, we have introduced more stringent ship auditing

early and intelligent management information.

procedures. Our monitoring teams visit ships for 10 day periods
to ensure they remain compliant with ISM and ISPS requirements

Ever mindful of protecting the reputation of our customers, our

as well as the voluntary ISO 9000 and 14000 standards.

operations teams continually review and research the optimum

Our auditors also conduct familiarisation and training sessions

routes for our vessels. A number of our customers require

and challenge our crews through a series of drills and exercises.

VLCC passages from West Africa to the west coast of America

To ensure our standards remain high, we regularly benchmark

demanding a vessel to be routed around Cape Horn or through

our performance against those set by other ship operators,

the Magellan Straits. We have undertaken extensive research

third party shipmanagers and industry organisations such as

using a range of external agencies to understand the economic,

Intertanko and the Informal Tanker Operators Safety Forum.

The successful
implementation of
an extensive HSSE
programme ensures
that a comprehensive
safety culture exists
throughout AET.

environmental and commercial impact of each passage option
and we discuss the implications with our customers prior to
undertaking the voyage. Our research extends to other ocean
routes and also takes into account the experience of the ship’s
master and his bridge team. Conducting thorough research
also assists in assessing the impact of arduous voyages on the
condition and expected lifespan of our ships and allows us to
plan accordingly.
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Responsibility

Industry commitment

Protecting the environment in which our vessels operate is top

Taking a leadership role in industry representative bodies allows

of our agenda. We recognise that operating ships will have an

us to help define the future standards for all operators.

impact on the environment but we are committed to reducing
this as much as we can.

Senior AET technical managers lend expertise to the committees
of Lloyd’s Register and the American Bureau of Shipping and

Regular and thorough machinery analysis allows us to optimise

also to a number of shipyards. This helps ensure the highest

the efficiency of our vessels’ main and auxiliary engines, which

standards are achieved during a vessel’s construction and

lessens their environmental impact as well as reducing costs.

also throughout its lifecycle. Our involvement with classification

Comprehensive passage planning, utilising modern weather and

societies also extends to a seat on the governing council of ABS.

oceanographic forecasting tools, can also save fuel and reduce
emissions by up to five per cent. We are continuing trials with

In America, we co-chair the Industry Taskforce on Offshore

Nippon Paint Marine to develop a new hull coating system that

Lightering (ITOL), which regulates this highly skilled and

could reduce fuel consumption by as much as four per cent by

environmentally sensitive activity. Our role is to raise standards,

reducing the friction caused by the vessel passing through the

share best practice and to ensure that ship-to-ship transfers in

water. In addition, we are experimenting with water injection

the US Gulf continue to be conducted safely. We also contribute

systems to lower the combustion temperature of our engines,

to the Chamber of Shipping of America and also the Intertanko

which should also reduce NOx emissions.

Worldscale committee. We continue to be committed to the US
Coastguard Ship Rider Programme which has allowed us to

An endorsement of our commitment to the environment is

offer seagoing experience to young coastguard recruits.

provided by the Green Award Foundation that audits and
certifies those vessels and their operators that are considered to

In other regions, we maintain directorships with the UK P&I Club

be extra clean and extra safe. All our ships that operate in the

and the Gard P&I Club, retain membership of the Malaysian

relevant areas have been awarded the Green Flag.

and Singaporean shipowners’ associations and provide input to
the Seamen’s Provident Fund in India.
We actively contribute to the industry’s tanker operator body,
Intertanko, through our chairmanship of their Human Element
in Shipping committee and our participation in their vetting,
environmental and legal & insurance committees.

Committed to responsible operations, AET is
reducing fuel consumption to lower emissions.

Operational excellence

Internal systems
This year, we have invested heavily in company-wide systems and
processes to increase our efficiency, raise the levels of customer
service and provide scalability as the company and fleet continues
to grow.
Using best-of-breed technology adapted to suit our specific
requirements, we have implemented a new crew management
scheduling system to manage crew changes, optimise skill sets
and handle payroll, leave and travel requirements for our 3,000
seafarers. This facility links our two shipmanagement centres
and integrates directly with our manning offices in India and the
Philippines as well as externally to our travel agency partners.
A new voyage management system has recently been implemented
to unify our three regional operations and to assist us in delivering
a seamless service to our customers. It includes facilities to enhance
our commercial operations, chartering and voyage estimating
facilities, and post fixture and finance work. Giving a robust global
analysis of our operations, this new system will deliver intelligent
management information that will ensure a consistent delivery of
high quality service to our customers.
Our future IT roadmap includes creating enhanced
shipmanagement facilities and the development of new HR systems.
As our internal processes continue to evolve we plan to link them
externally to our preferred customers, giving them the opportunity
We enforce rigorous internal
inspections to ensure our vessels are
maintained to a high standard.

to share information and analysis with us directly and efficiently.

Protecting the environment
in which our ships operate
is paramount to AET and at
present we are trialling the
use of a new hull coating
system to reduce emissions.
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Powered
by people
Accomplishing our company mission is only possible through the
continued reliance on expertly trained, capable and committed
AET people. Our core business strategies, quality of service and
reputation rely on our 3,000+ staff at sea and ashore upholding
our core values of excellence, responsibility, innovation and
partnership. We take our responsibilities to our people extremely
seriously and do our best to ensure that we are all equipped
with the skills and knowledge to carry out our tasks to the highest
possible standards.
In a tough external environment, effective people and skills
management are critical. Our recruitment and training activities
focus on supporting AET’s continued drive for operational
excellence and ensure that we have the necessary inhouse skills
to grow as a high-quality, global business.

At sea
Afloat we employ 1,222 officers, 1,052 ratings and 613 cadets,
mainly from Malaysia, India, Philippines, Singapore and China.
We have 40 female cadets in training and two female officers
serving at sea as engineers. Later this year, and for the first time,
an AET ship will proudly carry a female chief engineer.
In spite of the global shortage of quality seafarers, we are able
to recruit and retain our highly skilled and trained crews through
a combination of cadetships, ongoing training packages and
market leading compensation and benefits. At the beginning of
our last financial year, we introduced Fleet Total Rewards, a new

AET people

compensation and benefits package for officers that provides

The provision of ongoing training and career progression is

market leading salaries, allowances and incentives. This has

an added incentive for all AET sea staff. Officer training is

helped greatly with retention and recruitment: last year we

sponsored through to master mariner and chief engineer,

welcomed 164 new senior and 186 new junior officers into the

and all sea staff undertake computer-based training whilst at

company, and we enjoy an overall retention rate of 92 per cent

sea and on leave. The Seagull training system is available

for officers and 96 per cent for ratings.

on our ships to provide regular safety, security and technical
training and evaluation.

Training is vital and we are committed to providing fully
sponsored cadet training schemes for around 150 young

Bringing staff together away from the ships is an important part

seafarers each year. Most of our cadets train for two years

of AET culture. Senior officers’ conferences are held throughout

at MISC Bhd’s nautical academy – Akademi Laut Malaysia

the year to provide training on new procedures and techniques,

(ALAM) – and also spend a year at sea learning on-the-job.

to enforce operational excellence onboard our vessels, to allow

ALAM trains around 800 cadets from a number of shipping

staff to learn from each other and to facilitate the sharing of

companies and of the 125 that graduated last year we

ideas between sea and shore staff.

were delighted that the awards for best overall cadet and
best achievement in engineering and nautical studies were

On shore

won by AET cadets. More than 600 cadets are currently

Ashore we employ 293 people, 41 in Kuala Lumpur, 103 in

undergoing their training with us and a small number of the

Singapore, 57 in Houston, 15 in Galveston (directly supporting

very best are given the opportunity to further their training

our offshore lightering teams), 69 in London, six in India, one in

experience at the prestigious Kings Point US Merchant

Manila, and one in Ashgabat.

Marine Academy.
Harmonising our activities across diverse geographical

AET is committed to providing
ongoing training and career
development opportunities to staff
at sea and ashore.

Employing the right people at all levels is important and we

boundaries is challenging but we pride ourselves in delivering

ensure we do this through our own network of dedicated

consistent HR strategies and services that lead the market

manning and crewing offices. In India, we have recently been

and recognise regional differences. We have developed

awarded a licence to operate as AET Shipmanagement (India)

and implemented a series of robust and clearly defined HR

Private Limited and are now able to recruit staff directly into AET.

procedures to govern our activities, including a fully revised

Our office in the Philippines is operated through a joint venture

compensation and benefits package. Our objective is to refine

agreement with our parent and a local organisation and we

our global processes and achieve an alignment that is much

have manning representatives in Bangladesh and the Ukraine.

closer to our core business activities, making HR more intuitive
and effective for our staff.
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We have introduced a performance-based approach
throughout the company. All of us are encouraged to focus on
our own continuous development using a combination of key
performance indicators (KPIs) and management by objectives
(MBOs). Clear guidelines for excellence are established for
each staff member, coupled with a personal development plan
that promotes the twin objectives of career development and
the needs of the company.
Through our talent finder programme, we are all encouraged
to identify potential new joiners and close relationships
with external recruiters ensure we employ the best qualified
people. Our relatively flat organisational structure gives ample
opportunity to be recognised and, for those that wish, our
programme of inter-regional transfers lets staff sample AET life
in different parts of the world. Training continues throughout
a career with AET and we provide regular opportunities both
within the company and externally.
To ensure we remain at the forefront of the industry, we
regularly benchmark our activities with peers through the
Tanker HR Forum of which we are a founder member. We also
recognise the importance of learning from colleagues with
seagoing and shore-based experience and are in the process
of implementing a programme where best practice from both
disciplines can be shared.

AET people

Our people

Captain Shalil
Shreedhar
Malewar
Master

Hasmumaidie
Bin Hassan
Chief Officer

Aw Chin
Meng

Shipmanagement
Senior Manager
– Europe

Ashok
Joseph
Rodrigues

Chief Engineer

I joined AET as a cadet 11 years ago
at the age of 18. After training at the

I’ve been at sea for almost 39 years

My journey with AET began at sea but

and was with AET when it was founded

today I’m shore-based in London and work

in 1994. Back in 1970 I joined the

as part of a dedicated shipmanagement

Shipping Corporation of India as a cadet

team serving our global fleet of

and, after experience in many types of

petroleum tankers. My responsibilities

vessel I was appointed master of my

are wide-ranging and include providing

Malaysian Maritime Academy (ALAM)

The pinnacle of my 22-year seagoing

first ship at the age of 31. I joined AET’s

shipmanagement expertise to our

I was able to progress through the ranks

career was being appointed as chief

predecessor company, NOL, in 1986

commercial and operations teams

to chief officer and, with AET’s continued

engineer to Eagle Boston earlier this year.

and was master on the Neptune Antlia

and assisting with technical, vetting,

backing, I’m certain that I will soon serve

Starting as a cadet in my native India in

(a 47,000 dwt product tanker) in the

operational and maintenance issues for all

as master. With a young and expanding

1987 with the former Mobil Oil, I’ve

Persian Gulf when an Iranian passenger

our ships operating in European waters.

family to consider, I would like to move

been lucky enough to serve in chemical

aircraft was shot down close by in 1988.

With my colleagues in Houston, Kuala

to a shore-based career over the next few

and product tankers as well as VLCCs.

This experience helped me shape my

Lumpur and Singapore we provide round-

years and AET has already given me the

But after eight years with a competitor it

own management style which is to focus

the-clock support for our customers and

opportunity of a five-month secondment

was not a difficult decision to move to AET.

on the safety of my ship and the morale

ships operating across the globe.

with our Kuala Lumpur-based HSSE

This company recognises my skills and

of my crew. I am now master of one of

Originally a Singaporean, my secondment

team. This provided a useful taster of

experience and takes its environmental

AET’s aframax vessels used for lightering

to the London regional office has given me

shore-side life and showed me that AET

and safety management responsibilities

in the US Gulf. This is intense, specialist

a taste of life in Europe and I’m grateful to

actively supports its staff to reach their full

extremely seriously. Not all operators

work that is carried out under the watchful

my new colleagues for making me feel so

potential and is sympathetic to their career

are like this. Training is also high on

eyes of the US Coast Guard and many

much a part of the extended AET family.

aspirations. I am determined to continue

AET’s agenda and I fully intend to take

of the world’s oil majors, but I find it both

AET has given me many opportunities and

my studies after becoming a master

advantage of the opportunities available

challenging and invigorating. After so

I hope that I can share some of my broad

and firmly believe that I will have the

to allow me to consolidate and progress

long with the company I regard AET as my

tanker experience with the many cadets

opportunity to pursue a commercial career

my career.

family and I delight in helping to train new

and new joiners to the company.

with AET when I finally leave the sea.

cadets and officers when they join my ship.
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Synergies through
partnerships
Lasting partnerships are the cornerstone of AET’s business – both
with our customers and within the maritime industry at large.
We are proud to serve the majority of the world’s oil majors and
many of the leading national oil companies and trading houses.
Safe, on-time deliveries, a focus on customer service and a firm
commitment to our environmental responsibilities continue to be
AET’s benchmarks, in good markets and bad. These, together
with a growing fleet and the support of our parent, MISC Bhd,
have helped to secure our position as one of the world’s leading
tanker operators.
Close customer relationships provide opportunities to reduce some
of the risk inherent in operating within a cyclical and sometimes
volatile market. Our customers have confidence in dependable,
quality shipping – even in depressed markets – and the time
charters and COAs that we service help us to maintain vessel
utilisation and to smooth out the earnings cycle.

Partnerships

Keeping up to date with our customers’ businesses and future
plans helps us to invest in the right assets, skills and resources.
In line with the business expansion strategies of our key
customers, our fleet will continue to grow and broaden into
other sectors, as demonstrated by the three specialist vessels
that are being built to service Petronas’ needs in the emerging
Caspian Sea market.
Our customers expect environmentally responsible and spillagefree shipping. To us, this is as important as on-time performance
and we aim to deliver both. We are committed to achieving
the highest levels of technical and operational excellence and
aspire to set industry benchmarks for environmental leadership.
Developing our business in a series of strategic partnerships is
a central strategic intent. Today, our partnerships extend beyond
customers to yards, brokers and other commercial ventures.
We currently have eight aframax vessels on order with Tsuneishi
shipyard in Japan and a further six with the Sungdong yard in
Korea. We maintain close relations with these yards and supply
technical input during the build phase to ensure our new vessels
match our exacting requirements.
The Sungdong yard aframax vessels represent an investment in
a substantial joint venture. Our partner is the Restis Group of
Greece and, on delivery, the new vessels will be jointly owned,
while the commercial management of the vessels will be

We believe that

conducted by AET on behalf of the joint venture.

partnerships with our
customers and within the
maritime industry at large
are fundamental to our
future growth and success.
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Financial
detail
At the end of the financial year, revenue was US$1.28 billion,
representing a 20 per cent increase on last year, while net
profit was in excess of US$280 million. This reflects a period
of exceptionally high freight rates enjoyed during the first half
of the year, particularly in the VLCC sector.
However, a general slow down of the global economy coupled
with cuts in OPEC production and an over-supply of tonnage
contributed to the significant reduction in earnings experienced
during the latter half of the year. Having anticipated the
weaker market, a significant number of vessels – both VLCCs
and aframax tankers – were fixed on period business or
COAs before rates softened. The US Gulf lightering business
remained a strong contributor to overall earnings throughout
the period.
Although return on assets was slightly improved on last
year, profit before taxation and net profit as a percentage
of revenue were lower, reflecting increases in crewing,
bunkering and servicing costs. We expect a continuing
emphasis on innovative cost management to reverse this
trend next year, although we recognise that bunker prices
will continue to rise.
Our asset base was valued at more than US$2.67 billion at
the end of the year – up more than 10 per cent – due to the
accumulation of cash from operations which have subsequently
been advanced to our parent company MISC Bhd.

Financial strength

We expect the tough market to continue well into the current

AET Tanker Holdings Sdn Bhd is a private limited liability

period and anticipate reporting a reduction in vessel earnings

company incorporated in Malaysia. The company’s principal

next year. However, weaker asset prices coupled with difficult

activity is investment holding and the main activities of its

trading conditions will offer the potential for us to continue to

subsidiaries include ship owning, ship operation and other

grow our fleet, either organically or through acquisition.

functions relating to petroleum logistics. The penultimate holding
company is MISC Bhd (formerly known as the Malaysian

At the end of the period the company operated 74 vessels:

International Shipping Corporation), a public limited company

11 VLCCs (eight owned, three in-chartered), 49 aframax

incorporated in Malaysia and listed on the main board of Bursa

tankers (27 owned, 22 in-chartered), one panamax tanker

Malaysia Securities Berhad.

(owned), one LR2 tanker (owned), three MR2 tankers (inchartered), seven CPP tankers (five owned, two in-chartered)
and two shuttle tankers (in-chartered).

500,000

AET Inc Ltd
and its subsidiaries
31 March 2005

AET Inc Ltd
and its subsidiaries
31 March 2006

2,421,915

2,104,983

1,000,000

1,269,655

1,500,000

2,277,618

2,000,000

1,166,905

US$ thousands

2,500,000

2,675,785

3,000,000

Total assets
AET Group
31 March 2006 (1)

AET Group
31 March 2007

AET Group
31 March 2008

AET Group
31 March 2009
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AET Group – Financial statistics 2005-2009
(12 months ending 31 March of respective year)

AET Inc Ltd &
its subsidiaries

AET Group

				
2009
2008
2007
2006 (1)
2006
			
(us$ thousands)						

2005

Profitability
Revenue (1)

1,282,004

1,068,254

944,852

877,288

591,775

563,351

Profit before taxation (1)

281,458

244,683

328,617

271,598

182,762

227,723

Net profit for the period (1)

280,224

241,916

327,905

271,348

184,758

227,819

							

Key balance sheet data

(us$ thousands)

Shareholders’ funds (1)

1,703,187

1,431,250

1,188,692

877,179

750,616

605,831

Total assets

2,675,785

2,421,915

2,277,618

2,104,983

1,269,655

1,166,905

–

–

–

–

–

–

136,025

78,638

178,720

294,608

153,981

41,589

Total borrowings (excluding related party loans)
Cash and bank balances

							
		

Financial ratios 							
Return on assets (1)

14.21%

14.04%

19.35%

16.54%

16.95%

21.26%

Return on shareholders’ funds (1)

16.45%

16.90%

27.59%

30.93%

24.61%

37.60%

Profit before taxation as % of revenue

21.95%

22.90%

34.78%

30.96%

30.88%

40.42%

Net profit for the year as % of revenue

21.86%

22.65%

34.70%

30.93%

31.22%

40.44%

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Debt/equity ratio (excluding related party loans)

Financial strength

Revenue
US$ thousands

Net profit for the year as % of revenue

50%

1,300,000

40%
1,282,004

1,500,000

563,351

591,775

944,852

700,000

877,288

900,000

1,068,254

1,100,000

40.44
34.70
31.22

30%

30.93

22.65

20%

21.86

10%

500,000

0%
AET Inc Ltd and
its subsidiaries
12 months
ended 31
March 2005

AET Inc Ltd and
its subsidiaries
12 months
ended 31
March 2006

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March
(1)
2006

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2007

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2008

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2009

AET Inc Ltd and
its subsidiaries
12 months
ended 31
March 2005

AET Inc Ltd and
its subsidiaries
12 months
ended 31
March 2006

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March
(1)
2006

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2007

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2008

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2009

Return on assets

25%
20%
15%

(1) – Adjusted to include the results of AET Holdings (L) Pte Ltd for the period 1 April 2005 to 14

10%
AET Inc Ltd and
its subsidiaries
12 months
ended 31
March 2005

AET Inc Ltd and
its subsidiaries
12 months
ended 31
March 2006

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March
(1)
2006

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2007

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2008

AET Group
12 months
ended 31
March 2009

September 2005 and the results of MISC Bhd petroleum vessels from 1 April 2005 up until the
transfer date to AET. AET Tanker Holdings Sdn Bhd acquired AET Holdings (L) on 14 September
2005 and therefore its results up to that date are not included in the group. MISC Bhd petroleum
vessels were transferred to AET in Oct 2005 to Dec 2005.
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Structure and
governance
A strong and effective corporate governance structure is essential

including crew liability, environmental safety, market variances

to achieve an efficient, high quality shipping operation that

and financial exposure.

delivers consistently for both our customers and our shareholder.
The structure in place at AET is reviewed and enhanced regularly

Given the combination of global recession and the downturn

to reflect our continued growth and development.

in the freight markets, we have recently undertaken a company-

Board of directors

wide review of our exposure to risk and, in particular, concentrated
on reducing our exposure to counter-party and charter-party

AET is currently governed by a board of eight directors.

failure as well as newbuilding contracts and general financial

Three directors reflect our parentage, four are independent and

exposure. Our risk register and reporting methodology has also

one is our current president and CEO. Today’s board provides a

been more closely integrated with that of MISC Bhd and its major

broad and balanced range of skills and expertise that have been

shareholder, Petronas.

chosen to drive the company forward whilst building quality and
operational excellence throughout our range of activities.

Shipmanagement boards
We aspire to operate a tanker fleet of the highest quality and to

The board is the highest decision making body within AET and

ensure we achieve this goal our two shipmanagement companies

has responsibility for ensuring that we continue to make progress

are governed by their own boards of directors that report to the main

towards our vision through strict adherence to our four core values

board. Meeting several times each year, these bodies comprise our

of excellence, responsibility, innovation and partnership. It meets four

president and CEO, Vice Admiral James Card, Captain Rajalingam

times a year in various international locations to debate and decide

Subramaniam (Vice President, Fleet Management Services, MISC

on a range of issues that include strategy, investments and asset

Bhd) and the group vice president shipmanagement. This additional

management; and to receive progress and monitoring reports.

level of governance allows top management resource to be devoted

Audit and risk management committee

to vital safety, crewing, operational and technical issues.

AET employs a company wide risk-based decision making process

Corporate structure

and this function is overseen by the audit and risk management

Under a common brand, AET owns and operates a fleet of petroleum

committee. This is a committee of the main board comprising

vessels through a number of wholly-owned subsidiaries governed by

Robert Frederic Klausner (Chairman), Amir Hamzah Azizan and

the group holding company AET Tanker Holdings Sdn Bhd registered

Ernst Gabriel Frankel that meets four times a year ahead of the

in Malaysia.

main board. This group considers all types of risk to the company

Corporate governance

AET Tanker Holdings Sdn Bhd is wholly-owned by MISC Bhd,

AET Petroleum Tanker (M) Sdn Bhd: the Malaysian

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd and AET

a Malaysian shipping and logistics company listed on the

company that owns our Malaysian flagged vessels. This

Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Ltd: These companies

Malaysia Stock Exchange.

company also undertakes chartering and other commercial

manage our fleet from the two bases in Malaysia and Singapore

activities for those ships.

and employ the technical shipmanagement teams in both those
locations. AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd also wholly

Although a truly global organisation, we are proud of our
regional and local relationships which flourish through the
subsidiaries of AET Tanker Holdings Sdn Bhd, these are:

AET Tankers India Pvt Ltd: the Indian company recently set

owns our newly established Indian shipmanagement company

up to explore the commercial opportunities brought about by the

AET Shipmanagement (India) Pte Ltd and is responsible for the

growth of India’s oil and gas industry.

joint venture arrangements with our crewing and manning office
in the Philippines, Eagle Star Crew Management Corporation.

AET Inc Ltd: a Bermudan registered company that owns our
Singapore flagged vessels and conducts chartering and other
commercial activities on behalf of those ships; it also employs
our Houston based personnel. AET Inc Ltd owns AET Offshore

AET Tanker Holdings
Sdn Bhd

Services Inc, which employs our Galveston staff; AET Lightering
Services LLC, which handles the lightering services from our
Galveston base; and AET Agencies Inc, which owns our
Galveston property.

AET Petroleum
Tanker (M)
Sdn Bhd

AET
Shipmanagement
(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

AET Inc Ltd is also involved in Paramount Tankers Corp,
the joint venture holding company for six Aframax newbuilds,
in partnership with the Restis Group of Greece.
AET Tankers Pte Ltd: a Singapore registered company that
conducts chartering and other commercial activities for the

AET Holdings
(L) Pte Ltd

employing the ships under its jurisdiction as well as providing
headquarters services such as marketing, legal, finance and HR.

AET Tankers
Pte Ltd

AET
Shipmanagement
(Singapore) Pte Ltd

AET Inc Ltd
AET Tankers India
Pvt Ltd

AET Shipmanagement
(India) Pvt Ltd

AET Agencies Inc

Asian region; it also employs our Singapore-based team.
AET UK Ltd: the London based company responsible for

AET
UK Ltd

Eagle Star Crew
Management
Corporation

AET Lightering
Services LLC

Paramount
Tankers Corp

AET Offshore
Services Inc
Denotes joint venture company
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Directors
Dato’ Shamsul Azhar bin Abbas

Hor Weng Yew

Chairman, AET

President and CEO, AET

Dato’ Shamsul Azhar bin Abbas holds a degree in political science,

Hor Weng Yew holds a BA in economics and an MSc in shipping,

an MSc in energy management and a technical diploma in petroleum

trade & finance. He began his career with Neptune Orient Lines

economics. He joined Petronas in 1975 and has held various

Limited in 1989 and moved to MISC Bhd following the acquisition

senior management positions, including Senior General Manager,

of American Eagle Tankers in 2003. He was later seconded to

Corporate Planning and Development Division, Vice President,

London to establish the MISC Bhd regional office and was made

Petrochemical Business, Oil Business, Exploration and Production

Director of Regional Business in 2005. He later relocated to Kuala

Business and Vice President Logistics & Maritime Business.

Lumpur to manage MISC Bhd’s chemical business. He was appointed

He subsequently served as President and CEO of MISC Bhd from

as President and CEO of AET in January 2009.

2004 until early 2009. He is a council member of the American
Bureau of Shipping, New York, and a committee member of the
London Protection and Indemnity Club and DNV (Sea).

Amir Hamzah Azizan

Yee Yang Chien

President and CEO, MISC Bhd and Deputy Chairman, AET

Vice President, Corporate Planning and Development, MISC Bhd

Amir Hamzah Azizan has a BSc in management and also

Yee Yang Chien holds degrees in financial accounting and

attended the Stanford Executive Programme at Stanford University

management & economics, and worked for ten years in equity

and the Corporate Finance Evening Programme at the London

research and investment banking prior to joining MISC Bhd in

Business School. He served with the Shell Group of Companies for

2003. He was involved in the acquisition of AET and served as

ten years before joining MISC Bhd in 2000 as the group’s General

its Group Vice President of Corporate Planning from 2005 until

Manager of Corporate Planning Services. He was appointed

2008. He was appointed to his current position in MISC Bhd

President and CEO of AET in 2005 and President and CEO of

in April 2008. Yee Yang Chien also sits as a board member of

MISC Bhd in January 2009. He is a board member of the

several MISC Bhd subsidiaries and joint-venture companies within

UK P&I Club, Star Energy Group PLC and Milford Energy Limited,

the group.

as well as an executive committee member of Intertanko and a
council member of the American Bureau of Shipping.

Corporate governance

Robert Frederic Klausner

Professor Ernst Gabriel Frankel

Independent External Director

Independent External Director

Mr Klausner holds a BSc in marine transportation and an MBA.

Professor Frankel holds a BSc (Hons) in civil engineering, an MS in naval

For 34 years he worked for Exxon Corporation in a variety of executive

architecture and a Marine-Mechanical Engineer’s certificate, an MBA in

positions focused on marine transportation, oil supply and logistics.

operations management and a DBA in operations and production management,

He also served as a director of the Oil Companies International

and a PhD in Economics. He began his career as a seagoing engineer before

Marine Forum (OCIMF), the International Tanker Owners’ Pollution

moving ashore to work for General Electric Company, Harland and Wolf,

Federation (ITOPF) and CRISTAL (oil companies’ mutualised pollution

P&O Shipping, Zim, the US Maritime Administration and Litton Industries. He

insurance fund). Mr Klausner is Chairman of AET’s audit and risk

established his own consultancy firm in 1972. Professor Frankel has been an

management committee.

Independent External Director of AET since 1994. He is also a Director of
American President Lines, Inc, a consultant to the CEO of Hyundai Corporation
and an advisor to the Maritime Port Authority of Singapore, and is a Professor
of Ocean Systems and Management, Emeritus, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

Vice Admiral Jim Card

Heng Hock Cheng

Independent External Director

Independent External Director

Vice Admiral Jim Card graduated with a BS from the US Coast Guard

Heng Hock Cheng holds a BSc in chemical engineering. For 34 years he

Academy in 1964. He was also awarded an MS in Naval Architecture

held a variety of senior positions with Shell’s upstream, downstream and gas

and an MS in Mechanical Engineering from the Massachusetts Institute

& power divisions, including Senior Area Engineer with Shell International,

of Technology in 1970, and graduated from the Industrial College

General Manager of Shell Malaysia’s largest E & P Business unit, Managing

of the Armed Forces in 1986. Vice Admiral Card enjoyed a 36-year

Director of Shell Gas and Power Malaysia, and Chairman of Shell in

career with the US Coast Guard where he led the marine safety,

greater China. Currently, he advises Samling Global, a timber and palm oil

maritime security, and marine environmental protection programmes.

plantation company, and Dialog, a Malaysian listed company specialising in

In 2000 he joined the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) as Senior

the provision of oil and gas services.

Vice President and Chief Technology Officer. He is very active in
the maritime community and serves on boards supporting the United
Nations World Maritime University. He is also a member of the Marine
Board of the US National Research Council.
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Executive
management
Our president and CEO is the only board member involved in the
day-to-day running of AET and he leads the senior management team

Peter Liew
Regional Director Americas
(From July 2009)
Kevin Mackay (not pictured)
Regional Director Americas until July 2009

2

Dr Charles Isaac
Chief Information Officer

3

Nicholas Fell
Chief Administrative Officer

4

Justin Murphy
Regional Director Europe, Africa and FSU

5

Faiz Sulaiman
Group Vice President Finance Services

6

Simon Palmer
General Counsel

7

Izwan Ismail
Group Vice President Corporate Planning &
Development

8

Hor Weng Yew
President and CEO

9

Abdul Rahim Abdul Rahman
Regional Director Asia
Group Vice President Shipmanagement

10

Devyani Vaishampayan
Group Vice President Human Resources

comprising a chief administration officer, three regional directors and five
group vice-presidents. Operating within a clearly defined set of internal
operating procedures, the senior management team is responsible for
turning the board’s strategic vision into a range of effective outcomes.
Although geographically dispersed, our senior managers meet monthly by
video-link, or in person to ensure synergies are realised and harmonisation
is achieved across the group’s activities.

Corporate governance

5

3
4

2

6
1

8

9
10

7
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Challenges and
opportunities
Challenging times
Global markets face an uncertain future and the oil tanker markets
will be severely challenged over the next few years. But the difficult
times will also present opportunities for companies, like AET, that
have adopted long-term strategies for growth and development and
built a strong balance sheet and financial flexibility.

Oil demand
The general global economic slowdown has dampened the
demand for oil which suffered its first annual decline since 1993
and the biggest fall for more than two decades. The impact of the
US recession is driving the decline, together with poor performance
from other major markets such as Europe, Japan and South Korea.
We expect the recovery to be a slow process. The economic
picture in China is also an influencer but this tends to be driven
more by government expenditure than consumption. Although oil
consumption continues to increase in China, growth has slowed
and it is not enough to offset the declines in the west.
Western Europe hit peak oil consumption in 1979 and since that
time demand growth has been broadly flat. The question for the
future is whether demand in the US will begin to mirror that of
Western Europe now that a new regime with different ideas on
energy efficiency is installed in the White House.

Market analysis

Whilst not enough to offset the drop in oil demand in the
west, developing nations are able to provide some support
for the oil markets. The Chinese economy should witness
continuing easing of credit constraints which will assist rising
oil demand from both public and private consumption. India
has experienced a series of increases in its economic growth
forecasts and, with inflation at near recent historical lows,
there remains scope for the Indian economy to grow into 2010,
although oil consumption in 2009 will remain flat. Russia has
been buoyed by rises in the price of oil and a price of around
$70 per barrel would assist growth in that country, although
oil consumption may not recover until towards the end of 2010.
Brazil has been a stronger consumer of oil as its recent economic
growth continues. Brazil’s oil consumption rose by 5.3 per cent
in 2008 and this trend looks likely to continue this year.

Oil consumption
bpd millions
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Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2009
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Oil supply

Vessel supply

Fears of an oil supply crunch in the short term have proved

The issue of the fleet overbuild has received much attention

Shipowners now have to get used to an environment where low

unfounded due to demand shortfalls. But questions remain as

and there is a related problem of ship building capacity. In the

rates may prevail and where customers will continually demand

to whether a prolonged recession and a low oil price would

wake of the recessions of the 1970s and 1980s, inefficient

better quality assets, higher levels of service and a broader

generate sufficient funds for upstream investment to meet

yards closed in the west and Asian yards grew in prominence.

product mix. For owners with high debt and large newbuilding

demand in the medium-term.

Production capacity fell during the period 1980 to 1989, but

portfolios, this new regime will prove extremely challenging.

since then capacity has risen by around 300 per cent driven
Supply cuts by OPEC and lower than expected output around

mostly by China and South Korea.

Conclusions
Shipping markets will be very difficult for operators for some

the world have meant that demand and supply remain in
balance. However, expectations of economic growth bring

Governments are unlikely to let many yards fail and, as prices

years to come and choosing quality partners is going to be an

a predicable rise in the price of oil and a contango market

adjust, owners will be tempted by keener pricing. It is likely that

increasing issue for charterers.

will impact on tanker rates as more vessels are earmarked

the overbuild of assets will continue as long as yard capacity

for floating storage. Currently the US and Chinese strategic

remains. Cancellations and single-hull scrapping will have an

AET carries a strong balance sheet with no external debt.

oil reserves are close to capacity, as are most commercial

immediate effect but will have little impact in the medium and

We also enjoy the financial strength and security of our

land-based storage facilities. This means that floating storage

long-term.

parent – one of the world’s largest energy shipping companies.
Our current newbuild orders were placed before prices

can be exploited by producers and traders.

Oil refining
Reduced global consumption places fewer constraints on
refinery production, although planned expansion of a number
of refineries has slowed in the face of the global recession.

A fall in yard orders has lead to a softening in newbuild prices,

began to rise and we have taken a disciplined approach to

although current prices remain ahead of the floor that previous

growing our fleet over the recent period when prices increased

downturns have witnessed.

significantly. The current environment of lower prices and

Vessel earnings

distressed operators presents exciting opportunities for us to
rekindle our ambitious fleet expansion programme.

Shipowners have enjoyed strong earnings over the last seven
The drop in global consumption has eased pressure on

years and this has been the principal driver of the tonnage

Exploiting the synergies available through operating with MISC

refineries around the world and put a question mark over the

over-supply. Some owners chose to believe that the high markets

Bhd, investing in the supply of high quality seafarers and giving

viability of a number of refinery expansion projects. Refinery

would continue and so increased their debt to fund an ever-

an increasing focus on operational excellence throughout the

capacity continued to grow through 2008 and into 2009 due

expanding overbook, pointing to the relatively small adjustments

company will position us as the petroleum tanker operator of

to completion of already committed projects, but some others

caused by the single-hull phase out to justify their investments.

choice, despite the current market. And when the market turns,

have been put on hold, including projects in the US, Middle

To put this into context, during the period 1974 to 2002 (and

AET should emerge stronger and better prepared to serve our

East and India.

adjusting the numbers to 2009 real terms) VLCCs earned an

growing customer base.

average of US$33,350 TCE and aframax tankers US$22,350.
But from 2003 until recently, these figures had jumped to
US$71,900 and US$41,900 respectively, helping to explain
both the rise in asset prices and the orderbook.

Market analysis

Newbuilding cost, 2009 real terms

Oil demand and supply

US$ millions

bpd millions
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Discount of five year old vessel from newbuild price
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Fleet focus
Aframax					
Vessel name

Year of build

Maximum dwt

Flag

Ownership

Shipmanagement

			
1.		Eagle Stavanger

2009

104,900

Panama

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

2.		Eagle Sydney

2009

104,900

Panama

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

3.		Eagle Sapporo

2008

110,000

Singapore

Chartered

MMS Co. Limited

4.		Eagle Turin

2008

107,000

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

5.		Eagle Torrance

2007

107,123

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

6.		CS Stealth

2006

104,592

Marshall Islands

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

7.		CV Stealth

2005

104,499

Marshall Islands

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

8.		Sanko Blossom

2005

105,699

Panama

Chartered

Sanko Ship Management Co. Limited

9.		Bunga Kelana 10

2004

105,274

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

10.		Bunga Kelana 9

2004

105,200

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

11.		Bunga Kelana 8

2004

105,174

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

12.		Bunga Kelana 7

2004

105,193

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

13.		Stavanger Bay

2004

105,744

Norway

Chartered

DSD Shipping

14.		Eagle Tampa

2003

107,123

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

15.		Eagle Toledo

2003

107,092

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

16.		Eagle Trenton

2003

107,123

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

17.		Eagle Tucson

2003

107,123

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

18.		Eagle Tacoma

2002

105,592

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

19.		Intrepid Reliance

2002

104,459

Marshall Islands

Chartered

Wallem Shipmanagement

20.		Eagle Stealth

2001

89,999

Marshall Islands

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

21.		Bunga Kelana 6

1999

105,811

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

22.		Bunga Kelana 5

1999

105,788

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

23.		Bunga Kelana 4

1999

105,815

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

24.		Eagle Anaheim

1999

107,160

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

25.		Eagle Atlanta

1999

107,160

Singapore

Owned

V.Ships (Asia) Pte Limited

26.		Eagle Augusta

1999

105,345

Singapore

Owned

Anglo-Eastern Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Ltd

27.		Eagle Seville

1999

104,556

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

28.		Eagle Sibu

1999

105,366

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

Fleet strength

Aframax				
Vessel name

Year of build

Maximum dwt

Flag

Ownership

29.		Bunga Kelana 3

1998

30.		Eagle Albany

1998

31.		Eagle Austin
32.		Eagle Phoenix

Shipmanagement

105,784

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

107,160

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

1998

105,426

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

1998

106,127

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

33.		Bunga Kelana Dua

1997

105,976

Malaysia

Owned

Anglo-Eastern Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Ltd

34.		Bunga Kelana Satu

1997

105,884

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

35.		Eagle Birmingham

1997

99,343

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

			

36.		Eagle Charlotte

1997

107,169

Singapore

Owned

V.Ships (Asia) Pte Limited

37.		Eagle Columbus

1997

107,166

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

38.		Eagle Baltimore

1996

99,405

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

39.		Eagle Beaumont

1996

99,448

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

40.		Eagle Boston

1996

99,328

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

41.		Genmar Minotaur

1995

99,226

Liberia

Chartered

General Maritime Management (Portugal), Lda

42.		Eagle Otome

1994

95,663

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

43.		Eagle Subaru

1994

95,675

Singapore

Owned

V.Ships (Asia) Pte Ltd

44.		Lochness

1994

90,607

Liberia

Chartered

International Tanker Management (Dubai)

45.		Eagle Auriga

1993

102,352

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

46.		Eagle Corona

1993

95,634

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

47.		Glenross

1993

90,679

Liberia

Chartered

International Tanker Management (Dubai)

48.		Eagle Carina

1992

95,639

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

49.		Eagle Centaurus

1992

95,644

Singapore

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited
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VLCC				
Vessel name

Year of build

Maximum dwt

Flag

Ownership

Shipmanagement

1.		Bunga Kasturi Enam

2008

299,319

Malaysia

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

2.		Bunga Kasturi Lima

2007

300,246

Malaysia

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

3.		Bunga Kasturi Empat

2007

300,325

Malaysia

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

4.		Bunga Kasturi Tiga

2006

300,398

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

5.		Bunga Kasturi Dua

2005

300,542

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

6.		Eagle Valencia

2005

306,998

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

7.		Eagle Venice

2005

306,998

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

8.		Eagle Vienna

2004

306,999

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

9.		Bunga Kasturi

2003

299,999

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

10.		Eagle Vermont

2002

306,999

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

11.		Eagle Virginia

2002

306,999

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

						

Panamax				

1.		Bunga Kenanga

2000

73,096

Malaysia

Product				
1.		Eagle Madrid

2008

50,000

Panama

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

2.		Eagle Miri

2008

50,000

Panama

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

3.		Isola Corallo

2008

50,607

Malta

Chartered

Mansell Oil (Vitol)

4.		Bunga Kekaras

1995

29,990

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

5.		Bunga Kemiri

1995

9,932

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

6.		Bunga Kerayong

1994

18,130

Malaysia

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

7.		Bunga Siantan

1991

15,999

Malaysia

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

8.		Bunga Semarak

1990

15,999

Malaysia

Chartered

AET Shipmanagement (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

9.		Eagle Milwaukee

1987

84,999

Singapore

Owned

AET Shipmanagement (Singapore) Pte Limited

This fleet list details only those vessels that are owned by or on long-term charter to AET. We also regularly supplement our fleet with a number of short-term charter vessels, not listed here.

Fleet strength

Fleet focus – newbuildings
Aframax				
Hull number

Delivery date

Yard

Maximum dwt

Flag

Ownership

1.		S1423

Oct-09

Tsuneishi

107,500

Singapore

Owned

2.		S1424

Mar-10

Tsuneishi

107,500

Singapore

Owned

3.		S1425

Jun-10

Tsuneishi

107,500

Singapore

Owned

4.		S1426

Sep-10

Tsuneishi

107,500

Singapore

Owned

5.		S1457

Feb-11

Tsuneishi

107,500

Singapore

Owned

6.		S1458

May-11

Tsuneishi

107,500

Singapore

Owned

7.		S1490

Jun-11

Tsuneishi

107,500

Singapore

Owned

8.		S1491

Sep-11

Tsuneishi

107,500

Singapore

Owned

9.		S2005

Feb-10

Sungdong

115,000

Isle of Man

Jointly owned with Restis

10.		S2006

Apr-10

Sungdong

115,000

Isle of Man

Jointly owned with Restis

11.		S2007

Jun-10

Sungdong

115,000

Isle of Man

Jointly owned with Restis

12.		S2008

Aug-10

Sungdong

115,000

Isle of Man

Jointly owned with Restis

13.		S2009

Oct-10

Sungdong

115,000

Isle of Man

Jointly owned with Restis

14.		S2010

Dec-10

Sungdong

115,000

Isle of Man

Jointly owned with Restis

Product				
1.		S730

Mar-10

Naikai Zosen

46,200

Panama

Chartered

2.		Santoku 1

Dec-10

Shin Kurushima

45,800

Panama

Chartered

3.		Meiji 1

Jan-11

Onomichi

50,000

Panama

Chartered

4.		1216

Nov-09

Okskaya Sudoverf JSC

6,600

Azerbaijan

Owned

5.		1217

Dec-09

Okskaya Sudoverf JSC

6,600

Azerbaijan

Owned

6.		1218

May-10

Okskaya Sudoverf JSC

6,600

Azerbaijan

Owned

Workboats				

							
1.		A0270

Sep-09

NNSE, Penang, Malaysia

1,237

USA

Owned

2.		A0271

Oct-09

NNSE, Penang, Malaysia

1,237

USA

Owned
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Commercial
operations
Americas
AET Inc Limited
1900 West Loop South
Suite 920
Houston, Texas
TX 77027
United States of America
T +1 832 615 2000
Europe, Africa and FSU
AET UK Limited
Suite 8.02
Exchange Tower
1 Harbour Exchange Square
London E14 9GE
United Kingdom
T +44 20 7536 5880
Asia
AET Tankers Pte Limited
1 HarbourFront Avenue
# 11- 01 Keppel Bay Tower
Singapore 098632
Republic of Singapore
T +65 6100 2288

Headquarters
AET Tanker Holdings Sdn Bhd
Level 11 Menara Dayabumi
Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin
50050 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
T +60 3 2267 4800

India
AET Tankers India Pvt Ltd
126, Vipul Agora
M G Road
Gurgaon 122001
Haryana
India
Tel: 91 124 4638100

Crewing and manning
India
AET Shipmanagement
(India) Pvt Ltd
126, Vipul Agora
M G Road
Gurgaon – 122022
Harayana
India
T +91 12 44638100

Shipmanagement
Singapore
AET Shipmanagement
(Singapore) Pte Limited
1 HarbourFront Avenue
# 11- 01 Keppel Bay Tower
Singapore 098632
Republic of Singapore
T +65 6100 2288

AET Regional Office
Transworld House, No 2, 9th Lane
3rd Floor, Dr Radha Krishnan Salai
Mylapore, Chennai – 600 004
India
T +91 44 42009910

Malaysia
AET Shipmanagement
(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Level 11 Menara Dayabumi
Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin
50050 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
T +60 3 2267 4800
India
AET Shipmanagement
(India) Pvt Ltd
126, Vipul Agora
M G Road
Gurgaon – 122022
Harayana
India
T +91 12 44638100

AET Regional Office
502, Jolly Bhavan No I I
7 New Marine Lines
Mumbai – 400 020
India
T +91 22 22651743

Corporate services
AET UK Limited
Suite 8.02
Exchange Tower
1 Harbour Exchange Square
London E14 9GE
United Kingdom
T +44 20 7536 5880

Philippines
Eagle Star Crew
Management Corporation
1582, Copernico Street, Brgy
San Isidro, Makati City
Philippines 1234
T +63 24966406

www.aet-tankers.com

